December, 2011

Ut łūn Gwelē
(Galore Pack Sack)

6th
GCMC/
Tahltan Nation
Bursary Award
Winners
GCMC would like to thank all
those who applied for the
bursary awards this year.
Congratulations to the
winners. We wish all of you
success in achieving your
career goals!

Academic Bursary
Winners
Jason Dennis
1st place -

$2500

Amanda Quash
2nd place -

$2500

Chantel Quock
3rd place -

$2000

GCMC ASSISTS MINISTRY OF
TRANSPORTATION
WITH REPAIRS AFTER HIGHWAY
37 FLOODING
After torrential rains in
early September
caused flooding and
washouts along
Highway 37, Galore
Creek Mining
Corporation jumped in
to help the Ministry of
Transportation with
emergency
repairs. Damage to
the highway left some
Loading Rip-Rap for Highway 37
communities cut off
and quick response
was needed to safely re-open this vital transportation corridor.
On September 10 the Ministry of Transportation’s road contractor
Lakes District Maintenance asked GCMC if we could assist them
with supplying over-size rock to protect the Burrage bridge from
the flooding waters. The GCMC crew jumped into action and over
the next several days hauled over 28 loads of rip-rap to the
(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 2)
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BURSARY AWARDS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Calvin Carlick
Jordan Rattray

4th place 5th place -

$2000
$1000

Non-academic Bursary Winners
Shana Day
Sandra Carlick
Teneal Nole
Kamaria Dennis
Jeri Quock

1st place 2nd place 3rd place 4th place 5th place -

$1000
$1000
$1000
$1000
$1000

You can learn more about the aspirations of some of the bursary winners throughout
this newsletter.

I am writing to express my sincere gratitude to you for
making the Galore Creek Mining Corporation Bursary
Awards possible. I was thrilled to learn of my selection for
this honor and I am deeply appreciative of your support.
I am currently in the Business Management Program at
the College of New Caledonia, with a goal of one day
being apart of the mining industry. The financial
assistance you provided gave me the opportunity to
attend the Canadian Aboriginal Mining Association
Conference in Vancouver BC, I saw what great
opportunities I will be looking forward to and also was
given the opportunity to sit on the youth panel during the
conference, which allowed me to voice my opinion on
mining in my Tahltan Territory.
The bursary could not have come at a better time; you have lightened my financial
burden, which allows me to focus more on the most important aspect of school and
learning. Your generosity has inspired me to help others and give back to my
community. I will continue to help our youth/students to achieve their goals just as you
have helped me achieve mine. Once again, thank you for honoring me with this
bursary. Your support is deeply appreciated.
Medu,
Amanda Jo Quash
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BURSARY AWARD RECIPIENTS
“My educational goal is to first complete my
degree in Business Administration then I hope
to move on to a CMA Certified Managerial
Accountant or an MBA (Masters of Business
Administration) program. Career wise I am
planning to work for a Tahltan organization as
a manager, the future is always pending. I am
very thankful for this opportunity that GCMC
has provided Tahltan scholars. This bursary
definitely benefits the future growth of the
nation by investing in the people.”
Thanks,
Calvin Carlick.
Thank you very much GCMC! This bursary will
assist me with numerous expenses while
attending the Aircraft Maintenance Engineering
course, such as tools, extra textbooks (“From
the Ground up”) and also some work gear. Your
contribution to my post-secondary goals is
greatly appreciated.
Meduh,
Sandra Carlick

“I plan on using this money to help me
improve my education, and assist me with
being enrolled in school full time as well as
having to find alternate arrangements for my
children with such a tight economy!”
Teneal Nole
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HWY 37 REPAIRS CONT.
(Continued from page 1)

bridge. This was a 4-hour
round trip for the 30-ton rock
trucks. Tahltan Nation
Development Corporation
(TNDC) also assisted by
providing operators for the
rock trucks making this long
haul.
Hauling to other sections of
the highway needing repairs
continued, and in total GCMC
supplied the Ministry of
Transportation with 222 loads
of large rip-rap (about 2660
GCMC rock truck convoy coming across Devil’s
cubic metres). This rip-rap,
Creek bridge
over $20,000 in value, was
donated to the repair efforts,
while GCMC’s equipment and operators costs were reimbursed at regular rates. One
of the truck drivers recorded that over 3000 km were put on her rock truck in the short
time that they hauled for the Ministry of Transportation.

GCMC was proud to be able to
assist in such a crisis for the
northern communities
dependent on Highway 37. We
continue to work towards being
a good neighbour in the north.

Armoring along Hwy 37
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GALORE ENSURING A SAFE AND HEALTHY
WORKPLACE
In an effort to provide a safe
and healthy workplace for all
persons employed at or
visiting the Galore Creek
Project, a series of visits to
site were scheduled with a
narcotics detection team. The
handler and dog provided a
service quite unlike any other
that we have experienced at
Galore.
While the purpose of the visit
was all business, both dog and
handler were well received at
camp.
To familiarize everyone with
procedures, the K9 team
provided a brief demonstration
at one of the camp safety
meetings. The handler
explained how they worked as
a team then hid a “find” (a
synthetic narcotic sample used
Theresa and Hexi, Western K9 Security
as a control) 20ft away and
downwind of the dog’s
position. The dog, when told to search, wasted no time in finding the hide location.
While the dog is very effective at finding narcotics, it is actually motivated by a reward
of play with its handler after completing a search. An animal of this caliber takes years
of training and an investment of between $10,000 to $ 20,000 thousand dollars. But
the end result is worth the effort.
The visits that took place this season did not yield any illegal substances but it did
reinforce GCMC’s commitment to ensuring a safe and healthy workplace for all
persons working at or visiting the project.
Article by Ray Specialny,
GCMC Safety Advisor
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FISHERIES COMPENSATION PLAN

Wetland before Construction

One of GCMC’s requirements associated
with past access road construction is a fish
habitat compensation plan. This plan offsets
for impacts to fish habitat caused by road
construction, such as rip-rap around a
bridge footing that encroaches into a stream
channel. New fish habitat is constructed at
a ratio of roughly two habitat units created
for each habitat unit impacted. Such
compensation plans are standard
requirements for any project that impacts
fish habitat. The Galore Creek fish habitat
compensation plan was developed by
Rescan Tahltan Environmental Consultants
(RTEC) and GCMC with involvement and
oversight from Fisheries and Oceans
Canada (DFO), the Ministry of Environment
and the Tahltan Heritage Resource
Environmental Assessment Team
(THREAT). The plan entails creating new
wetland habitat connected to Little Moose
Creek, a small stream located adjacent to
the Project access road. This habitat will
provide high-quality rearing and overwintering habitat for a local trout species.

The Galore Creek Team sprang into action
in early January 2011, preparing for
excavation of the wetland site. Winter
construction is preferred since working on snow and frozen ground limits soil and
vegetation disturbance by equipment. Since the ground was not frozen solid as we
had hoped, we opted to use rig mats, which are like a temporary “boardwalk,” to
minimize our footprint.
Our skilled construction team were able to cleanly pick up and move vegetation to its
new location in one step, with the hope that it would re-establish quickly in the summer
season. Logs and stumps were placed inside the pond area to mimic natural habitat
and refuge for the fish.
Wetland in the Summer after
construction

Water quality in the pond was monitored throughout the summer to ensure that
sediments stirred up during construction had settled before we connected the pond to
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FISHERIES COMPENSATION PLAN CONT...
Little Moose Creek in August,
allowing fish to enter the new
wetland habitat. Soon thereafter
we were excited to observe fish
and toads in the wetland.
Relocated vegetation around the
wetland is healthy and green.
Vegetation along the temporary
access road is returning quickly.
GCMC will continue to monitor the
new wetland for years to come to
ensure that the resident Dolly
Varden are happy in their new
home!
Wetland in the Fall

TAHLTAN DAY OCTOBER 18 2011
GCMC marked Tahltan Day on October 18th by providing a cake to Sonia Dennis
(Tahltan Language Instructor) and her students at the Dease Lake School. The cake
was baked by Tahltan Elder Fanny Lindstrom, and featured both wolf and crow clan
decorations. This year was the 101st anniversary of the signing of the Tahltan
Declaration in 1910, by Chief Nannock, Nastulta (alias Little Jackson), George
Adssadza and Kenetl (alias Big Jackson) and 85 other tribe members.

Dease Lake Students, celebrating Tahltan Day
holding up the Tahltan Declaration and
Chief Nanok and his wife’s picture.
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Declaration cake, made by Tahltan Elder
Fanny Lindstrom
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BURSARY AWARD ACADEMIC WINNER

“Please find my sincere and heartfelt gratitude for honouring me with an academic
bursary. It goes a long way to helping me when I feel so isolated down here. It gives
me a hand up to continue and a determination to succeed; it couldn't have come at a
more desirable time as I am so busy and tired with schoolwork. I wish to use the
money to pursue an engineering degree in Montana or at UBC, I will put the money
towards a passport and applications. It will help me to focus on my studies and not on
my financial worries. I going to CIM student night, where students attend a formal
dinner with representatives from the mining industry. I would tell any Tahltan that the
world turns with pursuing education, there is a lot of encouragement and help here at
BCIT, and these are exciting times to be involved in the mining industry. I dream of the
Tahltan operating their own mine one day.”
Medu and In Unity
Jason Dennis
For further information on the Galore Creek Project please contact:
Ann Ball—Senior Coordinator Community Relations
Galore Creek Mining Corporation
Smithers Office: 250-877-4459
Cell :778-772-6355
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ann.ball@gcmc.ca
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